Physics Knowledge Map - Forces and their Effects
Discovering
Forces

Exploring the
Effects of Forces

A force can be a pushing
force, a pulling force or a
turning force. A nuber of
forces ca be acting on
something at the same time.

The unit of measurement of
force is called the newton (N)
and it is measured using a
newtonmeter.

Forces act on objects
and their effect
depends on the size of
force excerted on the
objecy

When an object exerts
a force on something
else, it is called an
action force. There is
always an equal and
opposite force called
the reaction force.

Weight, gravity and mass:
The weight of an object is the
force of gravity pulling down
on the object and can be
measured in newtons (N).
Mass is a measure of the
amount of material in an
object- the number of
particles and and the type of
particles it is composed of.

Gravity is an attractive (pulling)
force between mases that pulls
objects together.
The force of gravity on you
depends on yor distanc from a
planet.

Materials can
compress and stretch
when a force is
applied . Some
materials return to
thier original shape
after the force is
removed, this is called
elastic behavior.
Elastic materials break
or deform when the
stretching force
exceeds the elastic
limit.

Hooke's Law: the law
that says that a spring
will extend regularly
as the force on it is
increased- the
extension is
proportional to the
load.

Friction

Friction is a contact
force that exists when
two surfaces touch
one another.
The force of friction
always acts in the
opposite direction to
movement, so it
causes moving objects
to slow down.

Car engines use
lubricants such as oil
to create a smooth
sliding layer between
moving parts.

Friction has benefits
in everyday activities
such as the fricion
between car tyres
and the road,
between your shoes
and the ground.

Air and Water
Resistance
Air resistance is the
frictional resistance
encountered when an
object moves through
the air.
A sky diver is affected
by air resistance
slowing him and
gravity pulling him
down. Eventually
when these forces
balance, a steady
speed is acheived
called the terminal
velocity.
Water resistance is
frictional resistance
when something
moves through water.
A streamlined
object/animal has a
shape that helps it to
slip easily through
water or air with very
litttle friction.

Exploring Forces
and Motion
When there are
multiple forces acting
on an object, they can
eventally become
balanced. But if any of
these forces change
and do not cancel out
then they become
unbalanced.
External forces can
affect the dirction and
speed of a moving
object, e.g. air
resistance and gravity
affecting the path of
an arrow.

The speed of
something is
calculated using the
distance it has
tavelled and the time
it took. formula:
speed= distance
travelled / time taken
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Turning Forces

A turning force is a
force that causes a
turning efect about a
pivot (also called a
fulcrum).
Straight arrows are
used in force diagrams
to represent forces.

A moment is the size
of the turning effect
of a force around a
pivot. It is calculated
as the force x the
distance from the
pivot. It can be both
clockwise and
anticlockwise.
Engineers can use the
knowledge of
moments to apply to
real life machines
such as cranes.

